Design and construction

The people, the plan, the practice
How was a 1930s semi-detached converted house dental surgery transformed into a
fresh and modern dental practice? Gary Bettis, Architectural Director at Dental Design
and Planning Consultants Limited explains how he gave Dentaliving a whole new look

P

atients are much more image conscious
than they were a decade ago, and although they may be spending less,
they still expect clean, modern facilities and
the highest standards in healthcare.
So if your practice is looking tired and outdated, it may be time to consider a practice
makeover. This will give you the opportunity
to raise the practice profile and attract new
business. A modern design with upgraded
facilities will inspire new attitudes in your
staff creating a happier and more productive environment. Patients will also feel more
comfortable in a fresh, private, well-organised
practice.
But not all change is good or necessary for
that matter. At DDPC we treat each project
on an individual basis with its own set of requirements and unique design solution. We
understand that any design decision we make
must improve the quality of the workplace
and enhance its output. We are also conscious of the fact that the slightest change can
be disastrously disruptive to a carefully tuned
dental practice.
This article focuses on the refurbishment
of a well-established dental practice in Ilford.
Our brief was to raise the practice profile and
deliver a solution that catered for its new and
existing well established patient base.

Practice owners
Jack Hesketh Godfrey BDS, LDS, RCS (Eng)
founded the practice in 1968 together with
his wife Susan. He qualified at the Royal
London Hospital in 1966 and then spent
some time in both clinical and teaching posts.
In April 2007 he passed the ownership of the
practice onto his successors, Wasim Fazel
BDS MFGDP RCS (Eng) and Samira Fazel
BDS MFGDP RCS (Eng). He still practises
part-time at ‘Dentaliving’.
Waisim graduated from the University of
Manchester in 2001. After completing his
Vocational Training in Leicester, he took up
a post as an associate in general practice. He
continued his postgraduate education and
subsequently achieved the MFGDP from the
Royal College of Surgeons in 2003. Samira
graduated from The University of Birmingham
in 2001. Since then she has worked as a full
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Figure 1: Practitioners left to right: Ralph Raine, Jack Godfrey, Waisim Fazel, Samira Fazel and Kurshid Qureshi

time dentist in a family based practice in the
East Midlands and later in Hertfordshire.
During this time she has gained a particular
interest in treating children and looking after
the elderly and is a strong believer in a preventative approach to dentistry. This had led
her to further gain her postgraduate MFGDP
diploma from the Royal College of Surgeons
in 2004. Samira’s specialist dental interests including oral surgery, implant placements and
facial aesthetic treatments including Botox and
dermal fillers. She also provides acupuncture
as a means of analgesia for anxious patients.

The existing practice
The building is a semi-detached 1930s converted house within a suburb of Ilford, Essex.
The road in which the practice is located,
Clayhall Avenue, is a busy residential road with
approximately sixty practices within a three
mile radius. Our first impression when we
first visited the property was the it lacked an
identity - the only indication that it was dental
practice was a small freestanding sign in the
front garden and gold lettering above the main
entrance door. Upon entering patients would
be received into a hallway separated from the
main reception area by a dividing wall.
The reception was combined with the wait-

ing area. We noticed that the positions of the
desk needed reviewing. Patients approaching
reception would view the side of the desk
with paperwork and stationery on view. The
treatment rooms were bright and functional
but needed redecorating.
There had been a steady flow of patients
over the years. It had developed a very good
reputation within the area and built up long
term relationships with many of its patients.

Design strategy
Our brief was to deliver a design solution that
was cost-effective and respected our client’s
budgetary concerns. The existing layout had
worked for several years, but with the recent
introduction of the Department of Health
guidelines (the HTM 01-05 document) it
was imperative that we made provision for a
separate sterilisation facility within the new
design.
Our design solution was straight forward,
requiring only minor modifications to the
existing building. This kept the build costs
down and also allowed the practice to remain
open for business during construction. The
first floor bathroom was the obvious location
for the new sterilisation facility as services
were already in place. Our clients asked us to
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Figure 2: Exterior - before: The building frontage lacked
an identity

Figure 3: Exterior - after: The main entrance has been
overhauled and windows replaced

Figure 4: Before - Patient view upon entering the
combined reception/waiting area

Figure 5: After - Patient view upon entering the new
combined reception/waiting area

incorporate a consultation area within the existing ground floor treatment room. This was
achieved by relocating the OPG.
To ensure our client’s received best value
for money we tendered the project to a selection of contractors to allow them to competitively quote against one and another. This level of transparency allowed our clients to see
exactly what they were getting and for how
much.
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The exterior
Competition is fierce within the dental industry and the attraction and retention of patients
is key to maintaining a profitable practice.
Creating the right impression and making
sure your practice stands out from your competitors must be a priority.
With this in mind we focused our attention on the building frontage. We redesigned
the building entrance to make it more notice-

able and inviting. The existing narrow double
doors and side windows of the main entrance
porch were removed and a new single full
height clear glass door installed. The new entrance door was positioned to the left - freeing
up space for us to introduce a new dedicated
patient WC facility. New signage was installed
to the right of the entrance door – incorporating the new logo and new practice name
‘Dentaliving’. The front windows were reAesthetic dentistry today 61
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Figure 6: New entrance corridor is light and airy

Figure 7: Before - Dividing wall between reception and
entrance corridor

Figure 8: After -The dividing wall between the reception and entrance corridor has been reduced opening up the
interior
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placed with contemporary units providing the
interior with much needed light and offering
up advertising space.

The interior
The dividing wall between the reception and
entrance corridor was reduced opening up
this area. The receptionists are now able to
monitor movement in and out of the practice. A new curved reception desk has been
installed and a long horizontal display slot
introduced into the adjacent wall as an eyecatching feature.
To ensure continuity of the design proposal we informed the graphic designer of our
interior décor scheme which combines fresh
green, yellow and grey. The new logo incorporates this chosen colour palette reinforcing the
practice identity. The style of the new seating
is modern and full upholstered enhancing the
patient experience and softening the interior.
The existing timber handrail and balustrade has been renewed for a contemporary
glass and steel alternative. The Treatment
Rooms have each received new flooring, lighting and paint colours. The existing dental
equipment and cabinetry have been retained
to keep costs down. The rear WC has been
refurbished and is now used only by staff.

The end result
The refurbishment of 161 Clayhall Avenue
has signified a new era of growth and prosperity for the practice. It has provided its owners
with an opportunity to review the business
operations. With the introduction of the sterilisation facility standards have been raised
and the workflow is more streamlined. With
its new name and practice image, ‘Dentaliving’
is able to meet the expectations of its new and
existing patients. It has differentiated itself
from the masses by providing enhanced services in a well-designed environment.
Waisim and Samira are ecstatic. ‘The practice is a pleasure to work in. We are now able
to provide a better service to our patients. We
are receiving positive feedback from everyone
who visits us and we couldn’t ask for more.’

For further information, please
contact Gary Bettis (Architectural
Director)
Tel: 020 8446 9946
Email: info@ddpc.co.uk
Web: www.ddpc.co.uk
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